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1. INTRODUCTION
The Web is rapidly evolving towards a highly heterogeneous ac-

cessed environment, due to the variety of new devices with diverse
processing, storage, display capabilities, and network interfaces
that are gaining access to the Internet. Studies have shown that
in a few years these emerging consumer devices will be the pre-
dominant fraction of Internet clients. Hence, there is an increasing
demand for solutions that enable the transformation of Web content
for adapting and delivering it to diverse destination devices.

Tailoring Web content to match the specific device capabilities
requires functionalities for content adaptation, namely transcoding.
These transcoding services are typically carried out by the content
Web server or by some edge proxy server. In the latter approach
(e.g., [3, 4]), a proxy server, located in an intermediate position in
the delivery chain between the client device and the content server,
fetches and transcodes the desired content on-the-fly, before de-
livering the result to the client. The proxy server can cache the
result of the transcoding, thus avoiding round-trips to the content
server and transcoding operations when transcodable content can
be served from the cache [4]. So far, the proxy-based approach
to content adaptation is typically carried out by some edge proxy
server that directly connects to the clients.

As the proxy-based approach ma be subject to a limited scal-
ability [3], we believe that alternative solutions are necessary to
improve the user response time. In this paper, we propose a new
alternative that considers distributed systems of cooperative proxy
servers which collaborate in discovering, transcoding, and deliver-
ing multiple versions of Web objects. The goals are to reduce the
user response time and bound its variability by exploiting the bene-
fits deriving from resource discovery and adaptation through other
proxy servers.

The presence of multi-version content in the proxy caches aug-
ments the traditional cache cooperation issues, because we have to
consider the possibility of recognizing, discovering, and caching
multiple variants of the same resource. We investigate different
schemes for cooperative proxy caching and transcoding that can be
implemented in the existing Web infrastructure and compare their
performance through prototypes that extend Squid operations to an
heterogeneous client environment. The first extension enhances the
traditional cache server, and transforms it into an active smart inter-
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mediary server that not only caches Web objects but also transcodes
them and stores the results [4]. The second extension allows multi-
version content discovery through cooperative proxy servers that
can be organized in hierarchical and flat topologies, and can use
query- and summary-based cooperation protocols.

2. COOPERATIVE CACHING AND
TRANSCODING

We consider that proxy cooperation can be established along a
vertical direction, namely hierarchical Web caching, or along an
horizontal direction, namely flat or distributed Web caching [5].
To describe the novel cooperation schemes, we show in Figure 1
the case of a flat architecture. Similar considerations hold for a
hierarchical-based architecture.

We identify three main phases that may require some coopera-
tion among the active proxies, namely discovery (steps 2, 4, and
5 in Figure 1), transcoding (when the transcoder component is in-
volved in steps 3b and 6b), and delivery phases (steps 6 and 7).

During the discovery phase, the active proxies may cooperate
to discover the version of the Web object requested by the client.
Since many versions of the same object typically exist in the caches,
in this phase it is necessary to carry out a multi-version lookup pro-
cess that may require cooperation among the active proxies. The
discovery phase includes a local lookup and may include an exter-
nal lookup whose execution mode depends on the proxy cooper-
ation model. There are three possible results of the multi-version
lookup process (both local and external). (1) Exact hit: the cache
contains the exact version of the object, that can be immediately
delivered to the client (in the case of local lookup) or to the request-
ing proxy (in the case of external lookup). (2) Useful hit: the proxy
cache contains a more detailed and transcodable version of the ob-
ject that can be transformed to meet the client request. (3) Miss:
the proxy cache does not contain any valid copy that can satisfy the
client request. When a global cache miss occurs, the client request
is forwarded to the content server. (We assume that the Web server
returns the original version of the object to the requesting proxy,
without performing any transcoding operation.)

The transcoding phase is necessary when either a global miss or
a useful hit occurs. Any proxy of the considered cooperative system
is assumed to be equipped with suitable software that can perform
the transcoding operations required by different client devices.

Once an exact version of the requested object is retrieved, the
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Figure 1: Operational example in a flat query-based architec-
ture.

delivery phase transfers the resource to the client. The final deliv-
ery is carried out by the edge proxy that is contacted by the client.
Hence, if the object is found in another proxy, the delivery phase
includes the object transmission to the edge proxy.

Figure 1 shows how a client request is serviced in the version
of our prototype using a query-based cooperation protocol in a dis-
tributed flat architecture (the case of summary-based cooperation
is conceptually similar). In the example, the architecture consists
of three proxies (P1, P2 and P3), where P1 receiving the client
request is shown with more details. When P1 accepts the request
(step 1), it performs a multi-version lookup in its local cache (step
2). If there is an exact version of the requested resource (local ex-
act hit), it is retrieved from the cache (step 3) and sent to the client
(step 7). If there is a useful version (local useful hit), the resource
is first adapted by the transcoder component (steps 3a, 3b) and then
sent to the client (step 7). A local miss event activates the coop-
erative multi-version lookup process, consisting in a query phase
(step 4) and a reply phase (step 5). There are three types of replies:
in the case of exact remote hit, the resource is fetched from the re-
mote cache server (step 6); in the case of useful hit, the resource
is retrieved from the peer (step 6a) and transcoded (step 6b) before
the transmission to the client; a global miss event (not shown) re-
quires that the resource is retrieved from the content Web server
and adapted to meet the client needs.

We implemented a specific prototype for each cooperative archi-
tecture. The basic software platform for all prototypes is the Squid
Web proxy cache, version 2.4 [6]. The main novelties include
the management of caching and lookup (both local and remote) of
multi-version content and provisioning of transcoding functionali-
ties to adapt the requested resource to the client device capabilities.
A technical description of hierarchical- and flat-based prototypes
can be found in [2]. Let us give some additional details about flat
topologies where all nodes are peers. In these architectures we in-
vestigate how to support multi-version lookup through two main
classes of protocols: query-based and summary-based (being the
latter a simplified version of the directory-based protocols).

Query-based protocols are conceptually simple. When a cache
server experiences a local miss, it sends a query message to all its
peers to discover whether one of them caches a valid copy of the
requested resource. In the positive case, the recipient proxy server
replies with an exact hit message or with a useful hit response, oth-
erwise it may reply with a miss message or not reply at all. In the
case of useful hit, the response message provides some information
about the available version of the resource to allow its retrieval. We
chose ICP as the query-based cooperation protocol and included the
support for multiple-version lookup to the Squid version of ICP.

For the summary-based protocols we consider a distributed scheme,
in which each proxy keeps a directory of the resources that are
cached in the other peers, and uses the directory as a filter to reduce
the number of queries. We chose Cache Digests as the representa-
tive of the summary-based cooperation scheme. We added the sup-
port for multiple versions to the summary-based lookup process in
a transparent way by URL-encoding the resource version identifier.
The basic mechanism of Cache Digests cooperation is preserved.
However, the lookup process becomes more expensive because a
lookup for every possible useful version must be performed.

3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
All prototypes were tested extensively to study the performance

impact of different cooperation schemes for discovery and transcod-
ing. Experiments demonstrate that all proposed cooperative schemes
are immediately applicable to the existing Web infrastructure. More-
over, we have found that cooperative schemes can substantially re-
duce the system response time compared to the non-cooperative
case, in which the proxies do not collaborate in the multi-version
resource discovery and transcoding processes. Under a realistic
workload model and with the Web servers located remotely with re-
spect to the clients and proxies, the median of the system response
time for ICP is 130 msec against 504 msec of the no-cooperation
scheme, while the 70-percentile are 335 and 1115 msec, respec-
tively (the corresponding global cache hit rates are 58.4% and 10.7%).

Our results clearly demonstrate the advantages of cooperative
caching and transcoding through flat topologies over a pure hierar-
chical cooperation scheme. This result confirms the intuition that
scalability, bottlenecks and coverage problems shown by the pure
hierarchical architectures are worsen by the fact that active proxies
are not simple object repositories, but they perform also transcod-
ing operations.

Among the flat architectures, a query-based protocol, such as
ICP, seems to offer the best response times due to its cache hit
rate higher than that of summary-based protocols that are subjects
to false misses and false hits. However, a summary-based proto-
col, such as Cache Digests, can provide best performance when the
system is subject to heavier workload scenarios and/or inter-proxy
connections are highly loaded. Even in those instances, Cache Di-
gests experiences a very low cooperation cost, whereas the high
cooperation overhead of ICP impacts negatively on the response
time much more than its higher cache hit rates.

A plethora of research issues can be studied for the topic of proxy
systems that cooperate in multi-version content caching, discovery,
and transcoding. Major details about our research activities can be
found in [1]
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